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Abstract—The international monitoring system (IMS) has been

put in place to monitor compliance with the comprehensive

nuclear-test-ban treaty (CTBT). Its infrasound component, dedi-

cated to the monitoring of atmospheric events, gives also room to

civil applications (e.g. monitoring of volcanic eruptions, mete-

orites, severe weather). Infrasound detection capabilities are largely

determined by the state of the middle atmosphere. This requires an

accurate knowledge of the atmospheric processes at play. More

particularly internal gravity waves (GW) pose a challenge to

atmospheric modelling because of unresolved processes. Using

high-resolution simulation outputs over winter 2020 (20 January–1

March) we present a method to assess the impact of GW on

infrasound surface transmission losses across the IMS. We validate

the method by comparing simulated GW perturbations to GW lidar

observations at Observatoire de Haute-Provence in France, and

satellite-based GW energy estimations globally. We perform

propagation simulations using atmospheric specifications where

GW are filtered out and kept in, respectively. We demonstrate that

the largest impact of GW across the IMS is not where GW activity

is the largest, but rather where GW activity combines with infra-

sound waveguides not firmly set in a given direction. In northern

winter, the largest variations of transmission losses at 1 Hz due to

GW occur in the southern (summer) hemisphere in the direction of

the main guide (westward propagation), with average values

ranging between 10 and 25 dB in the first shadow zone. It corre-

sponds to an average signal amplification of at least a factor 5 to 15,

while this amplification is around 2 to 5 for the main guide in the

northern winter hemisphere (eastward propagation).

Keywords: Infrasound, Middle atmospheric dynamics, Grav-

ity waves, Stratosphere, Atmospheric model, ICON.

1. Introduction

The infrasound component of the international

monitoring system (IMS) is one of the four verifica-

tion technologies for the comprehensive nuclear-test-

ban treaty (CTBT). Its detection capability is pri-

marily modulated by middle atmospheric winds and

temperatures (Le Pichon et al., 2012, 2019). Infra-

sound guiding across large distances (hundreds to

thousands of kilometers) is made possible because of

the low frequency of these acoustic waves (typically

0.003–20 Hz) compared to audible sound (above

20 Hz). The average distance between two IMS

infrasound stations is * 2000 km (Fig. 1), making a

given acoustic source less than * 1000 km away

from the nearest IMS station on average, provided

propagation conditions are met. The nominal fre-

quency range of interest to the IMS is defined as

0.02–4 Hz (e.g. Brachet et al., 2010), which is

adapted to the main frequencies generated by explo-

sions at regional to synoptic scales (e.g. Ceranna

et al., 2009; Pilger et al., 2021). Aside from artificial

sources like explosions, acoustic monitoring of the

atmosphere allows to investigate, locate, and, or,

track geophysical events like volcanic eruptions (e.g.

Marchetti et al., 2019), meteorite entries (e.g. Pilger

et al., 2020), and cyclones (e.g. Listowski et al.,

2022). This demonstrates possible civil applications

of the IMS network and bring novel datasets for

investigating fundamental processes involved in these

natural acoustic sources, from regional scales (a few

hundreds of km) to synoptic and global scales

(thousand km and more).

The efficiency of atmospheric waveguides is

essentially determined by the seasonal changes of

winds in the stratosphere, while the thermospheric
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guide exists in any direction because of the positive

temperature gradient in the mesosphere-lower ther-

mosphere (MLT) (Drob et al., 2003). Stratospheric

winds are driven by the meridional temperature gra-

dient between polar and lower latitude regions in

virtue of geostrophic balance and thermal wind bal-

ance. Westerly winds are dominant in the winter

season and easterly winds in the summer season in

the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres. In equatorial

regions, the Semi-Annual Oscillation shapes annual

detection patterns as demonstrated by systematic

lightning detections across 15 years at a tropical

station (Farges et al., 2021). The enhanced absorption

of waves along thermospheric paths for higher and

higher frequencies results in stronger attenuation of

the signals compared with stratospheric phases

(Sutherland & Bass, 2004). This explains the preva-

lence of stratospheric returns in routinely monitored

signals. However, source characterization can sig-

nificantly benefit from the careful examination of

exclusive thermospheric paths (Blom and Waxler,

2021). For stratospheric phases, reference meteoro-

logical products routinely used by National Data

Centers can fail predicting detections or lack detec-

tions at regional scales because of inaccuracies in the

simulated fields (Pilger et al., 2023). This calls for

more investigations on the processes affecting the

IMS network detection capabilities.

Atmospheric internal gravity waves (GW) are

critical to guiding conditions as they alter the prop-

agation path of infrasound waves by perturbing the

wind and temperature fields. They cause detections at

infrasound stations that remain unexplained when

only large-scale atmospheric features are considered

(e.g. Drob et al., 2013; Hedlin & Drob, 2014). GW

can significantly affect IMS detection capability

maps globally (Le Pichon et al., 2019). This holds

particularly true during the equinoxes where mid-

latitude stratospheric winds are transitioning from

one prevailing direction (e.g. eastward) to the other

(e.g. westward): the stratospheric guide is poorly

established. Then, GW can bring the additional

« kick» needed to set up a waveguide in a given

direction, sometimes leading to multiple waveguides

at different altitudes (see e.g. Fig. 19 of Blanc et al.,

2019). More generally, GW induce small-scale

heterogeneities leading to partial reflections that will

direct energy towards the surface at distances not

explainable by the mere consideration of refracting

conditions in the geometric stratospheric waveguide.

GW in the mesosphere can also induce ducting of

infrasound waves through partial reflections; they

Figure 1
The infrasound component of the international monitoring system (IMS) with operational stations shown in green and planned stations in grey,

as of today. The Observatoire de Haute-Provence (OHP) where lidar temperature observations used in this work are routinely made is shown

with a blue filled circle
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have vertical wavelengths down to values comparable

with length scales of turbulence i.e. of the order of

100 m (e.g. Vorobeva et al., 2023). Finally, source

energy estimation requires fine knowledge of the

wind and temperature perturbations, hence of the GW

field (e.g. Popov et al., 2022). While this is difficult to

achieve without high-resolution observations of the

atmosphere (e.g. using lidars—Baumgarten et al.

2010; Wing et al., 2021; Khaykin et al., 2020),

advances in atmospheric modelling tools provide new

paths for better investigation of the coupling between

realistic GW fields and infrasound waves.

Several methods have been explored so far in the

infrasound community to account for GW in atmo-

spheric specifications for propagation modelling:

parameterizations based on the GW universal spec-

trum (e.g. Gardner et al., 1993 as in Green et al.,

2011; Vallage et al., 2021), stochastic parameteriza-

tions accounting for the intermittency of the GW field

(e.g. de la Cámara et al., 2014 as in Cugnet et al.,

2019), GW ray-tracing equations applied to a fre-

quency spectrum (Drob et al., 2013) or 3D GW-

spectrum model (Chunchuzov & Kulichkov, 2019).

Working with models explicitly resolving a large part

of the GW spectrum is another approach, which

deserves to be considered given increasing computing

means and we follow this path in this paper. GW

parameterizations largely rely on approximations like

the instantaneous and vertical-only propagation of the

waves (see e.g. Plougonven et al., 2020). This may be

detrimental to the realistic accounting of the GW

impact on infrasound propagation. There are various

sources and propagation conditions of GW (Fritts &

Alexander, 2003), which can be highly intermittent

(Hertzog et al., 2012). Hence infrasound detections

are expected to be affected in different proportions by

GW activity, across the globe and the IMS.

To our knowledge, efforts are missing to docu-

ment and quantify the impact of GW across the whole

network in a systematic way. It is often reminded that

GW are misrepresented in models (under-resolved or

poorly parameterized) and hence perturbation profiles

must be added to simulated meteorological profiles in

order to explain observations (Green et al., 2011,

Vallage et al., 2021). Alternatively, dedicated models

have been used to include GW effects on a case-study

basis as mentioned above. It is possible, however, to

provide a global picture of how GW impact infra-

sound propagation at a regional scale around each

IMS infrasound station.

In this paper we present a method to assess that

impact by working on surface transmission losses. In

Sects. 2 and 3, we present the different datasets used

in the study and the method put in place, respectively.

In Sect. 4, we demonstrate GW-related variables

derived from simulations at the Observatoire de

Haute Provence in France, where lidar observations

are available, and at the global scale for which

satellite observations bring valuable constraints on

GW activity. We then derive the amplitude of the

GW impact at every single IMS infrasound station

and highlight some general trend of this amplitude

with respect to latitude across the IMS. Finally, in

Sect. 5, we discuss the respective roles of the larger

scale geometric guide and the GW activity itself, in

the overall impact of GW on signal amplification.

2. Data: Simulations and Observations

2.1. Simulated Fields: the DYAMOND Experiment

The high resolution modelled fields come from

simulations performed with the Icosahedral Nonhy-

drostatic Weather and Climate Model (ICON; Zängl

et al., 2015) as part of the DYnamics of the

Atmospheric general circulation Modeled On Non-

hydrostatic Domains (DYAMOND) winter initiative

(Stevens et al., 2019). The DYAMOND initiative is

mainly dedicated to atmospheric simulations at

global scale and storm-resolving resolutions

(\ 5 km) in order to assess the performance of

different model configurations and different models

in capturing tropospheric weather. It simulated

weather for 40 days between 20 Jan and 1 Mar

2020. An essential part of the GW spectrum is

explicitly resolved and no GW parameterization is

used. Hence, lateral propagation of GW is accounted

for, which is not the case for most GW parameter-

izations (Plougonven et al., 2020). It can be an

important source of GW activity in a given region of

the globe (Eichinger et al., 2023; Stephan et al.,

2020). Convection and subgrid-scale orography are

also not parameterized (Stephan et al., 2022). Model

Stratospheric Gravity Waves Impact on Infrasound Transmission



configurations of DYAMOND extend into the middle

atmosphere, giving the opportunity to investigate GW

momentum fluxes in the stratosphere (Stephan et al.,

2019a, 2019b). Results using these fields and more

are highlighted in Stephan et al. (2022) and Köhler

et al. (2023). We make an opportunistic use of this

dataset to assess the impact of realistic GW at a

global scale at each IMS station.

Two configurations of the ICON model were

tested and they are named as ICON-nwp and ICON-

sap following Stephan et al. (2022). Both simulations

were initialized by the 20 Jan 2020 00:00 UTC

analysis provided by the Integrated Forecasting

System (IFS) of the European Centre for Medium-

range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) and freely run-

ning with 6-hourly outputs. ICON-nwp uses the

physics package of the operational ICON at 2.5 km

horizontal resolution (Klocke et al., 2017) and is

atmosphere only. ICON-sap uses different physics at

5 km horizontal resolution and the atmosphere is

coupled with the ocean (Hohenegger et al., 2023). For

more details on both configurations, we refer the

reader to Stephan et al. (2022). The model top is at

75 km and a sponge layer starts at 45 km. For this

reason, the fields are only considered up to 45 km to

avoid including artificially damped waves. This is the

main limitation of the present study.

2.2. Lidar Observations at Observatoire de Haute-

Provence, France

The lidar at Observatoire de Haute Provence

(OHP) has the longest time series for middle-

atmospheric temperature on record ([ 40 years) and

was first presented in Hauchecorne and Chanin

(1980). It is a key lidar station of the international

Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Compo-

sition Change, NDACC (see e.g. Wing et al., 2021).

The retrieval method for temperature profiles builds

upon Rayleigh scattering, which causes the backscat-

tering of the emitted photons. The number of

collected photons is proportional to the atmospheric

density, which is first retrieved before obtaining

temperature using hydrostatic approximation. For

details of the methods, refer to Hauchecorne and

Chanin (1980) and Keckhut et al. (1993). Four one

hour-averaged profiles per day (spanning the

18:00–22:00 UTC time slot) are available with a

150 m vertical step during the DYAMOND winter

period. Vertical profiles of hourly temperature per-

turbations DT due to GW were also available. The

filtering used to obtain hourly temperature perturba-

tion profiles relies on the subtraction of the filtered

nightly average temperature profile from the single

temperature profiles. The nightly average profile is

smoothed using a Hanning filter with an 8 km cut-off

wavelength. 16-year long time series of such tem-

perature perturbations (in the form of GW potential

energy) were presented in Mze et al., (2014). These

lidar perturbation profiles are used to assess our

method for retrieving GW perturbations from the

simulated fields, as presented in Sect. 3.1. Note that

below 30 km, retrieval errors can occur in the

temperature values because of aerosols biasing the

processing. However, this should not affect the

derived GW-induced perturbations themselves.

2.3. Satellite Data: the GRACILE Dataset

The use of satellite products was motivated by the

need of further backing up the method for GW

potential energy retrieval across the IMS using the

DYAMOND outputs, hence not only relying on

estimates at a single lidar site.

We use the GRAvity wave Climatology based on

Infrared Limb Emissions observed by satellite

(GRACILE; Ern et al., 2018) products, which are

publicly available (Ern et al., 2017). It uses 3 years

(2005–2008) of infrared observations from the High

Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder (HIRDLS) and

13 years (2002–2015) from the Sounding of the

Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry

(SABER) instrument. CO2 emissions at 15 lm are

observed in limb view mode and allow retrievals of

atmospheric pressure and temperature. From these,

GRACILE delivers different GW-related diagnostics

of which we use GW potential energy (Ep) which is

provided as a monthly average. We use zonal

averages of the average, maximum and minimum

Ep derived from both instruments with spatial

resolution of 2.5� (HIRDLS) and 5� (SABER), where

Ep is a climatology of monthly-averaged quantities.

C. Listowski et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



3. Method: Atmospheric Specifications

for Numerical Experiments

3.1. Extracting Gravity Waves Perturbations

and Building Atmospheric Specifications

Vertical profiles of zonal (U) and meridional

(V) winds, as well as temperature (T) are extracted at

OHP and at every IMS station location. In order to

assess the impact of atmospheric perturbations on the

infrasound propagation the first step consists of

preparing atmospheric specifications for propagation

simulations. The general idea is to filter out small-

scale perturbations that are characteristic of GW from

the profiles, and build vertical profiles devoid of such

perturbations (the background profile or mean flow).

Propagation simulations using the latter profiles are

compared to simulations using the full profiles at

each station of interest.

For filtering, each 6-hourly output is linearly

interpolated onto a regular vertical grid with a 1.5 km

vertical step corresponding to the ICON average

vertical resolution in the stratosphere in the DYA-

MOND simulations. Following previous studies

focusing on GW (e.g. Baumgarten et al., 2015) a

3rd order Butterworth filter is applied to each field

(U, V, T) with a given cut-off wavelength. A value of

15 km allows for realistic DT profiles compared to

lidar and satellite products, as demonstrated in 4.1

and 4.2, respectively (as compared to 7 or 10 km, for

instance). The background or filtered profile is then

obtained (Fig. 2, black solid line). It is subtracted

from the initial full profile (Fig. 2, red solid line),

what leads to the GW perturbation profiles (DU, DV,

DT) of which we consider the stratospheric part as

illustrated in Fig. 3d–f. Note that DU and DV have

opposite phases (compare Fig. 3d and Fig. 3e), which

is consistent with the expected behavior from GW

polarization relations (e.g. Fritts & Alexander, 2003).

In the following, we ignore the perturbations

derived in the troposphere. We build hybrid atmo-

spheric specifications where GW perturbations are

not removed from the troposphere. This leads to a

hybrid profile as depicted in Fig. 3 (top) where the

black dashed line is smoothed (filtered) only in the

stratosphere (above the temperature minimum). In

doing so we avoid perturbation artefacts in the

troposphere, not related to GW activity. These were

occasionally obtained because of the tropopause and

the jets beneath it as well as when low-level jets

formed. These would bias the estimations of GW

impacts on infrasound propagation. This hybrid

approach is consistent with our focus on the impact

of GW on the stratospheric guide at regional scales.

Finally, we restrict the propagation simulation to

heights between 0 and 45 km, which are outside the

sponge layer (45–75 km) of the model. We did not

extrapolate the profiles in the upper stratosphere and

MLT by using a climatology since this does not serve

the purpose of quantifying the impact of the explicitly

simulated GW in the stratosphere. In addition, such

extrapolation would create perturbation artefacts in

the upper stratosphere, at the boundaries between

simulated and prescribed fields, respectively. This

would alter the transmission loss differences obtained

from the propagation simulations as explained below.

3.2. Atmospheric Waveguides and Propagation

Simulations

Within the geometric acoustics approximation

(high frequency approximation, i.e. assuming a

slowly varying medium) the presence or absence of

an infrasound waveguide can be assessed using

effective celerity (ceff) profiles, where ceff is defined

as:

ceff ¼ c þ n!� U i
!þ V j

!� �
; ð1Þ

where n! is the considered propagation direction and

i
!

and j
!

are the unit vectors in the south-north and

west–east directions, respectively. Acoustic rays

coming from a source located at the surface can turn

(refract) back towards the surface (z = 0) at a turning

point of altitude z – hence creating a waveguide – if

ceff (z) [ ceff (z = 0) (e.g. Pierce, 2019), or equiva-

lently if Cratio[ 1, where

Cratio zð Þ ¼ ceff zð Þ=ceff z ¼ 0ð Þ:
The above framework cannot account for diffrac-

tion near the shadow zone and scattering or partial

reflections of acoustic waves due to small-scale (high

spatial frequency) atmospheric features. Hence, we

use the parabolic equation (PE) to investigate realistic

propagation conditions, provided within the ncpaprop

Stratospheric Gravity Waves Impact on Infrasound Transmission



Figure 2
Vertical profiles of zonal wind U (a), meridional wind V (b) and temperature T (c) at OHP on 29 Jan 2020 18:00 UTC with ICON-nwp

configuration. The original simulation output profile is in solid red, while the interpolated profile (vertical 1.5 km grid step) is in dashed

orange. The resulting filtered background profile is in black

Figure 3
(Top) An example of two vertical profiles for winds (a,b) and temperature (c), between which the propagation simulations will be compared,

in order to assess the impact of stratospheric GW on transmission losses. The hybrid background profile plotted in dashed black is devoid of

GW only in the stratosphere (see text for details). The full (perturbed) profile is in solid red. (Bottom) Perturbation profiles in the stratosphere

for the zonal wind (d), meridional wind (e) and temperature (f), obtained by subtracting the background profile from the full profile.

C. Listowski et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



software (Waxler & Assink, 2019; Waxler et al.,

2021). It uses the Sutherland and Bass (2004) model

for acoustic signal attenuation, which provides

frequency dependent attenuation coefficients driven

by classical relaxation (translation and diffusion) and

molecular relaxation (rotation and vibration). Out of

plane scattering effects are not included in the model

and planar terrain is assumed.

Using the atmospheric specifications described

above (Fig. 3, top) we perform PE simulations across

the whole period of the DYAMOND experiment at

each IMS infrasound station, neglecting the first two

days (spin-up time of the model runs). For a given

model configuration, at each time step and at each

station, two PE simulations are performed, with and

without GW, respectively. For simplicity, the atmo-

spheric specification is considered range-independent

across the regional scales (500 km distance, allowing

two shadow zones to fit in) and propagation is

computed for all directions with a 2-degrees incre-

ment (0� corresponding to northward propagation)

using wind and temperature profiles extracted from

the model gridbox corresponding to the station

location. In the calculations, we proceed by assuming

that the source is at the station. Given the range-

independency of the simulation, considering either

westward or eastward propagation from the station,

respectively, is strictly equivalent to considering

respectively westward or eastward propagation from

a source located away from the station and located on

the diameter defining the direction of interest. To put

it differently, characterizing eastward (resp. west-

ward) propagation across 500 km as being

propagation away from the station in the 45�–135�
(225�–315�) angular sector, is strictly equivalent as

characterizing propagation from a source located

500 km away from the station, towards the station,

while being located in the 225�–315� (resp. 45�–
135�) angular sector. The assumption of using the

wind and temperature profiles at the station, across

500 km, shall be confronted to the typical horizontal

wavelengths of atmospheric features. Planetary

waves drive the stratospheric dynamics (e.g. see

Chapter 12 of Holton & Hakim, 2013) and their

typical horizontal wavelengths ([ 1000 km) validate

this approach. GW’s horizontal wavelength range

typically between 10 and 1000 km in order of

magnitude in the MA so that using a range-indepen-

dent approach bears physical sense for studying the

impact of GW at regional scales (i.e. a few hundreds

of km). This point, and more generally our working

hypotheses, are further addressed in Sect. 5.3.

Surface transmission losses, TL (in dB), are

obtained. TL is related to pressure signal amplitude

(in Pa) as follows:

TL ¼ 20log10ðP=P0Þ; ð2Þ

where P represents the pressure signal amplitude at a

given distance, and P0 the amplitude at a reference

distance of 1 km to avoid non-linearities. To quantify

GW impact on the surface transmission loss, DTL is

defined as follows:

DTL ¼ TLGW � TLw=oGW ; ð3Þ

where TLGW and TLw=oGW correspond to surface

transmission loss derived using atmospheric profiles

where GW are present and filtered out, respectively.

Values of DTL of 6, 20, and 40 dB correspond to an

increased signal amplitude by a factor of 2, 10, and

100, respectively. Simulations are performed at

0.1 Hz and 1 Hz, respectively, covering the two main

orders of magnitude for acoustic frequencies of

interest to IMS infrasound monitoring.

4. Results: Gravity Waves Impacts on Surface

Transmission Losses During Northern Winter

4.1. Gravity Waves at the Lidar Site of Observatoire

de Haute-Provence, France

Using the method described in Sect. 3.1 and the

vertical profiles extracted in the simulated fields from

the nearest gridbox to OHP location, we derive

temperature perturbation profiles DT at OHP for both

ICON configurations (ICON-nwp and ICON-sap).

OHP lidar observations were acquired between 18:00

and 22:00 UTC. Hence, mean simulated vertical

profiles of the temperature and of the absolute value

of DT (|DT |) at 18:00 UTC are compared to the

corresponding mean lidar profiles taken at 18:00 UTC

in Fig. 4.

Both model configurations lead to temperatures

consistent with the lidar observations in terms of

Stratospheric Gravity Waves Impact on Infrasound Transmission



trend but also in terms of value, with less than 5 �C
difference (except around 30 km, Fig. 4a and b).

Similarly, perturbation profiles obtained from mod-

elling are consistent with typical values deduced from

lidar measurements (Fig. 4c and d). These results

validate the simulations and the method proposed

here, at least at the lidar site. Interestingly, the

individual profiles used to derive each configuration’s

average temperature profile show larger biases in the

second half of the simulation period (past 10 Feb

2020), as shown in the Appendix (Fig. 17). The free-

running mode of the simulations may be responsible

for the largest biases observed at the latest times,

where the larger scale background fields are less and

less determined by the initial conditions provided by

the IFS analysis. This effect explains the notably

larger bias around 30 km altitude (Fig. 17). Below

30 km, aerosols can also cause retrieval biases

(Hauchecorne et al., 1992) and contribute to the

overall difference observed with respect to the model.

The perturbation profiles do not show the same trend

in bias (Fig. 18 in the Appendix) but it appears

clearly that the largest amplitudes of the perturbations

are missed in general, possibly because of unresolved

waves in the simulation. This is already suggested by

the differences in the one-standard deviations plotted

in Fig. 4c and d.

While it is difficult to differentiate between both

configurations’ results, it is interesting to look closer

at vertical power spectrum densities (PSDs), as a

function of m=2p=1/kz, where m is the vertical

wavenumber.

Lower amplitudes for both simulation PSDs

compared to the lidar PSD are consistent with the

underestimation of |DT| amplitudes demonstrated in

Fig. 4c and d (as shown in the Appendix, Fig. 19).

Figure 4
Mean vertical profiles of the temperature (a,b) and of the absolute value of the temperature perturbation (c, d). Lidar measurements (solid

black line) are compared to simulations ICON-nwp (blue dashed line, in (a) and (c)) and ICON-sap (yellow dotted dashed line, in b and d)

across the 16 dates (at 18:00 UTC) of the DYAMOND winter period when the lidar was operating. Shaded areas indicate ± one standard

deviation from the mean

C. Listowski et al. Pure Appl. Geophys.



The observed spectrum displays the m-3 trend

expected for the GW saturation regime (for large

wavenumbers). Indeed, theoretical considerations and

observations (e.g. Smith et al., 1987) demonstrate this

behavior for gravity waves that break and transfer

their momentum to the atmospheric medium (see also

Fritts and Alexander (2003), for a review). This trend

does not appear clearly in the simulations PSDs as in

the lidar PSD (Appendix, Fig. 19). The coarser

vertical resolutions of the modelled profiles

(1.5 km) compared to the lidar (150 m) may explain

this. To compensate for this, we extend the statistics

for simulations PSDs by considering the whole

DYAMOND winter period and not only the lidar

observation times. Hence, Fig. 5 shows the simula-

tions PSDs across 20 Jan – 1 Mar 2020 for ICON-

nwp and ICON-sap, respectively, for all relevant

fields at OHP. While the median simulated PSDs for

temperature consistently show the trend in m-3 for

ICON-nwp and ICON-sap (Fig. 5a) only ICON-nwp

displays median PSDs following that trend for winds

(Fig. 5b and c). The slope for ICON-sap is closer to -

2. This suggests that the method fails at properly

recovering GW perturbations for winds at OHP using

ICON-sap simulation outputs. However ICON-sap

does lead to GW PSD having the expected behavior

at IMS stations (see Fig. 20 in the Appendix). Thus, it

is relevant to consider the ICON-sap configuration

along with ICON-nwp to investigate GW impact

across the IMS.

4.2. Gravity Waves Across the International

Monitoring System: Comparison with Satellite-

Based Estimations

In order to validate the modelled global distribu-

tion of GW perturbations across IMS stations, we use

the GRACILE products (Sect. 2.3) providing the GW

potential energy Ep. It is derived using the GW

perturbation temperature DT (see Sect. 3.1) as

follows:

Ep ¼ 1=2 g=Nð Þ2 DT=T
� �2

;

where g is gravity, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency,

and T the background temperature of the air parcel

considered.

Ep is averaged across the altitude range

20–45 km, both in GRACILE and within the

DYAMOND fields. Figure 6 displays the latitudinal

distribution of Ep. It has been derived at each IMS

station and averaged across the period of interest. The

simulated value at OHP is also highlighted along with

the corresponding value derived from the lidar

measurements. The 95th percentile of the simulated

Ep distribution is also shown to make parallel with

the large lidar values. The average minimum and

maximum of the satellite-derived Ep climatology for

Figure 5
Vertical power spectrum density (PSDs) as a function of m/2p, where m is the vertical wavenumber, for T (a), U (b) and V (c), for ICON-nwp

(blue) and ICON-sap (yellow), at OHP. PSDs are computed across the whole simulation period. Dotted lines show the 10th and 90th

percentiles, respectively, and the brown solid line depicts the m-3 slope
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both instruments are indicated by the shaded area.

The larger statistics for SABER (13 years) explains

the narrower shaded area (in green) compared to

HIRDLS (3 years) (in red). Owing to the winter

season in the northern hemisphere, larger Ep values

occur in the northern mid-latitudes than in the

southern mid-latitudes. Weather systems, fronts, and

hence non-orographic waves, are more active in the

wintertime and GW activity increases due to stronger

baroclinic jet-front systems (Plougonven & Zang,

2014).

Generally, both ICON configurations lead to a

similar latitudinal trend with respect to observations.

GW perturbations derived with the method presented

here display a realistic latitudinal distribution. ICON-

nwp leads to values in better agreement with

GRACILE in the tropics and ICON-sap in the

southern and northern mid- to polar latitudes of both

hemispheres. Interestingly, both model configurations

represent the observed decrease in GW activity from

-10�N to 20�N. This overall match between model

and observations across latitudes further supports that

it is relevant to investigate GW impact on infrasound

transmission losses across the IMS using the present

method. Both model configurations are kept to

investigate possible contrasting behaviors induced

by the use of different model configurations.

4.3. Examples of Gravity Waves Impacts

on the Surface Transmission Loss

To illustrate the impact of GW on infrasound

propagation we focus on the surface transmission loss

(TL) for particular cases. The method and the

working hypotheses are described in Sect. 3.2.

Figure 7 summarizes how propagation is affected

by the presence of GW perturbations at OHP, at a

particular date and time. Propagation simulations

Figure 6
Zonally averaged latitudinal distribution of the time-averaged GW potential energy (Ep) derived using the GRACILE products, comparing

with calculations based on the ICON-nwp (left) and ICON-sap (right) fields (solid lines). The colored diamond and triangle markers indicate

values derived at OHP from simulations and the black equivalent markers relate to the lidar measurements. Potential energy is a 20–45 km

altitude average. Satellite based calculations of Ep are plotted in green (SABER) and red (HIRDLS), respectively, with shaded areas referring

to the range defined by the average minimum and maximum Ep
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were performed and TL maps derived. Figure 7a and

d show ceff (z) profiles that are plotted for the four

cardinal directions and correspond to atmospheric

specifications excluding and including stratospheric

GW, respectively. Polar plots in Fig. 7b and c

illustrate the propagation along all directions via the

mapping of TL derived at 1 Hz. Northward propaga-

tion corresponds to 0�. Surface transmission losses

are derived by ignoring (TLw/o GW) or considering

(TLGW) GW and these are mapped in Fig. 7b and c,

respectively. Figure 7e maps DTL and allows to

readily focus on the contribution of stratospheric

waves to TL since tropospheric features vanish in the

subtraction (Sect. 3.1). Figure 7f shows plots of TLw/

o GW (solid black line) and TLGW (dashed red line) as

a function of distance to the source in the particular

direction indicated by the black solid line in Fig. 7e.

The associated difference DTL is also shown in

Fig. 7f (purple dotted line).

In the particular case of Figure 7 corresponding to

OHP, the solid blue curve of the eastward effective

celerity ceff(z) is crossing the vertical blue solid curve

(at * 35 km altitude) representing ground value for

that effective celerity (Fig. 7a). This predicts a

Figure 7
Tropospheric and stratospheric guiding at OHP. Propagation simulation performed at OHP, assuming a source at the station, on a specific date

and time (29 Feb 2020 at 18:00 UTC), using atmospheric profiles without (a) and with (d) GW perturbations. In a and d, ceff(z) profiles are

plotted for northward (N), eastward (E), southward (S), and westward (W) propagation, respectively. Vertical colored solid and dotted lines

show the value of the effective celerity at the surface, where the source is. Vertical red and blue dotted lines are used as reference for

southward and westward propagation respectively, while vertical red and blue solid lines are used for northward and eastward propagation,

respectively. ICON-nwp is used here. b and c show the transmission loss (as a polar plot) for the profiles, respectively. The bottom row shows

the transmission loss difference polar plot (DTL, dB) on the left (e). The dark dotted line shows the propagation direction for which

transmission losses (solid and dashed lines) and DTL (purple dotted line) are plotted on the right subplot (f), as a function of distance. This

example is of interest because it shows stratospheric guiding coming on top of tropospheric guiding (see text for details). Stratospheric GW

change the way acoustic energy reaches the surface through the stratospheric guide in the shadow zones
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stratospheric eastward waveguide according to the

explanations given in Sect. 3.2. Two main tropo-

spheric guides are predicted approximately northward

(solid red) and southward (dashed red), at an altitude

of * 1 km and * 200 m, respectively, where the

corresponding ceff(z) profiles cross their respective

ground value. The eastward stratospheric guide is

characteristic of the northern mid-latitudes in winter.

In Fig. 7b and c, approximately northward and

southward propagation are indeed simulated (attenu-

ations are low), respectively, due to the presence of

tropospheric guiding in both directions as stated

above. On top of this comes stratospheric guiding

which translates as azimuthal arcs ranging between

azimuths 0� and 100� in the polar plots (Fig. 7b and

c) and corresponding to the stratospheric returns. The

shadow zones of stratospheric propagation appear as

darker (bluer) spaces between successive arcs. In

Fig. 7c, TLGW shows that the acoustic energy is more

spread across the shadow zones. Figure 7e demon-

strates indeed how acoustic energy distribution at the

surface is influenced by GW, by mapping DTL. DTL

is maximized in areas within the two shadow zones,

around 150 km and 350 km, respectively. GW allow

for significantly more acoustic energy to penetrate the

shadow zones. A given direction is indicated with a

dotted line on the polar plot of Fig. 7e, for which TL

and DTL are plotted in Fig. 7f (DTL purple dashed

line). This figure shows the increased amount of

energy in the shadow zones by up to 40 dB (a factor

of 100 in signal amplitude) at this specific time. Note

that in the absence of an established (or almost

established) geometric guide the impact of GW

oscillations on transmission loss is not significant.

For instance, oscillations of the ceff(z) profiles cor-

responding to southward or westward propagation

(Fig. 7d) do not lead to significant difference in

transmission losses in those directions (Fig. 7e).

Figure 8 shows an example featuring a different

impact of GW, at IS37 (in Norway). Here GW create

stratospheric guiding in directions between the

northwest (315�) and the northeast (45�) (Fig. 8c).

Indeed, shadow zones are clearly identified inbe-

tween the azimuthal arcs going from 315� to 45� (and

crossing the 0� line) and where TL values are

maximized. Figure 8e shows the corresponding val-

ues of DTL ranging from 40 dB (light pink),

between * 15� and * 45�, to 80 dB (dark pink

and red) between 315� and 0�. This stratospheric

guiding comes in addition to tropospheric guides in

the northeast and in the southeast directions (in the

lowest layers of the troposphere). They were readily

found without including GW contributions (Fig. 8b).

This example is important as it reminds that GW can

lead to the formation of new geometric guides, thus

allowing propagation in directions not primarily

receiving acoustic energy at all. Note that, as for

the previous example at OHP, significant oscillations

in the ceff(z) profile corresponding to directions with

no stratospheric geometric guiding (for instance for

westward propagation – dashed blue line – in Fig. 8d)

do not lead to increased TL values (Fig. 8e).

Figure 9 shows an example for a station in the

southern hemisphere (IS08, in Bolivia) where dom-

inant stratospheric winds are westward and no

tropospheric guiding is present. GW act by spreading

more acoustic energy through the shadow zones

(Fig. 9f). Stratospheric GW, which are clearly seen in

Fig. 9d on the ceff(z) profiles, play a major role in

changing the propagation conditions in the main

directions of the propagation where geometric guid-

ing is set (westward but also in the northwest and

southwest directions), filling the shadow zones.

Despite GW being present in the ceff(z) profiles

corresponding to northward (N), eastward (E) and

southward (S) propagations (Fig. 9d), these waves do

not increase TL values between 0� and 180� in

azimuth (Fig. 9e). This is because geometric guiding

is absent for these propagation directions.

In order to summarize the impact of GW at a

given station during the winter period investigated

(20 Jan–1 Mar 2020), we average TL values between

azimuths 45� and 135� for eastward propagation and

between 225� and 315� for westward propagation. In

order to avoid compensating effects a distinction is

made between occurrences of positive and negative

DTL values. An increase of acoustic energy (DTL[
0) at a given distance is obtained at the expense of

the loss of energy in other areas (DTL\ 0) or of

energy not initially trapped in the stratosphere

(escaping upwards). The words ‘‘gain’’ and ‘‘loss’’

are used to describe these respective occurrences. To

avoid very large values of DTL due to GW allowing

for transmission where no signal is initially expected
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without GW (as in the example of Fig. 8), we focus

on instances where TLw/o GW is initially above

- 60 dB (i.e. the attenuation is not greater than a

factor of 1000 in amplitude). Thus, we decide to

quantify how areas already getting some signal given

the large-scale propagation conditions are affected by

GW in terms of that signal’s amplitude. Results are

shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12 for the stations OHP,

IS37 and IS08, respectively. Average gain and loss as

a function of distance are shown along with their

respective standard deviation throughout the winter

period.

The average shadow zones’ locations are identi-

fied at places close to the local maxima of the gain, as

observed in Figs. 10 to 12. There, GW increase signal

amplitude through partial reflections and strengthen-

ing of the main guides. At OHP the maximum

average gain is around 5 dB (factor of 1.8 in

amplitude) in both directions while it is * 10 dB

(factor of 3) and * 6 dB (factor of 2) at IS37 in the

westward and eastward direction, respectively. At

IS08, 25 dB maximum average gain (factor of 18 in

amplitude) is derived in the direction of the main

guide (westward) while less than 5 dB is derived in

the opposite direction. Different patterns of the gain

and loss are illustrative of the various geographical

locations, which determine whether, and by how

much, GW perturbations affect TL.

Figure 8
Stratospheric geometric guiding allowed by gravity waves at IS37. Same as Fig. 7 but for station IS37 on the 26 Feb 2020. In this example,

gravity waves are responsible for additional guiding in directions (north-west to north-east) otherwise not impacted by the stratospheric

propagation
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Figure 9
Stratospheric guiding only, at IS08. Same as Fig. 7 but for IS08 on the 23 Jan 2020. In this example, only stratospheric guiding is playing a

role in regional propagation and GW spread the acoustic energy across the shadow zones

Figure 10
Average TL difference (DTL) at 1 Hz, between TLGW and TLw/o GW through 20 Jan–1 Mar 2020, as a function of distance, at OHP. ICON-

nwp is used. Positive and negative DTL values are grouped together before averaging in order to plot gains (DTL[ 0) and losses (DTL\ 0),

separately. The average is derived by restraining azimuths to westward propagation (range 225� to 315� in azimuths) (left) and eastward

propagation (between 45� and 135�) (right)
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4.4. Impact of Gravity Waves Across the IMS During

Northern Winter

To investigate systematic effects or trends across

the IMS in the impact of GW on TL values during

northern winter, we plot the maximum average gain

(occurrences of DTL[ 0) and maximum average

loss (DTL\ 0) found within 100–250 km from all

stations as a function of latitude for both ICON

configurations. This range includes one of both areas

where the largest gains due to GW are derived, the

shadow zones, and here we consider the region

around the first stratospheric return. However, similar

(and sometimes even larger) values of DTL can be

found when considering the shadow zone around the

second stratospheric return (i.e. within the range

300–450 km). Focusing on the first shadow zone to

characterize global trends of GW-related gains across

the IMS allows in principle to be less biased by our

range-independency approach for propagation and we

stick to this range unless stated otherwise. Hence,

Figure 11
Same as Fig. 10 but for IS37 (Norway)

Figure 12
Same as Fig. 10 but for IS08 (Bolivia)
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systematizing the approach demonstrated in Sect. 4.2

to all stations we select the maximum average gain

and loss within 100–250 km. Some considerations of

regional averages within 100–500 km distance are

also presented by the end of this subsection. Plots for

each IMS station are shown in the Appendix for both

propagation directions (Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, respec-

tively) where a marker indicates the maximum

average gain that is picked to draw the synthetic

plots described in the following. Recall that gains and

losses of acoustic energy at the surface are only

considered where the transmission loss without GW

Figure 13
Maximum DTL reached within 100–250 km (in the shadow zone, around the first stratospheric return) from the station as a function of

latitude (considering all IMS stations) for both model configurations ICON-nwp (a,c) and ICON-sap (b,d), considering westward (a,b) and

eastward (c,d) propagation
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is above - 60 dB, i.e. where the signal attenuation is

not greater than a factor of 1000 in amplitude.

We consider westward (Fig. 13a et b) and east-

ward (Fig. 13c et d) propagation as in the previous

section and plot the maximum gain or loss recorded

within 100–250 km from the station at 1 Hz. The

average main GW impact on TL occurs prominently

for westward propagation as opposed to eastward

propagation. At southern latitude stations, average

gains of 10 to 25 dB are derived (up to a factor of 20

in amplitude) when considering westward propaga-

tion. Both model configurations lead to similar values

and conclusions, making the assessments more

robust. Average gains remain largely below 5 dB

for eastward propagation for the southern stations and

below 10 dB for northern stations. A clear decrease

of the GW impact is observed from the southern

hemisphere to the northern hemisphere (Fig. 13a et

b).

For eastward propagation DTL is increasing from

southern to northern latitudes (Fig. 13c et d). The

contrasting (eastward vs. westward) trends in GW

impact on propagation and DTL cannot be related to

the northward increase in GW activity demonstrated

in Fig. 6 in a straightforward manner. This is

addressed in the discussion part.

At 0.1 Hz, the aforementioned variations and

large GW impacts almost vanish, as shown in

Fig. 14, which summarizes the gain and loss for both

propagation directions for the ICON-nwp configura-

tion. A similar conclusion is drawn with ICON-sap

(not shown). The main reason for this is the lesser

sensitivity of lower infrasound frequencies (larger

wavelengths) to the small-scale perturbations whose

effect is highlighted here.

The above results focus on the first shadow zone

where GW impacts on TL are the largest. Focusing

on the second shadow zone around the second

stratospheric return would lead to similar behavior

and range of values. But the impact of GW is not

limited to the shadow zones and the average gain

across a larger region (100–500 km) lies in the range

2–15 dB for westward propagation and in the range

1–7 dB for eastward propagation (not shown). This

range is 0–5 dB with respect to losses in both

directions. Hence, the main difference between

considering maximum average gain in the range

100–250 km and overall average gain in the range

100–500 km is tributary to the shadow zones where

GW impact is the largest as illustrated by single

station figures (see Appendix, Fig. 21). The average

increase or decrease in amplitudes caused by GW

Figure 14
As Fig. 13 but for ICON-nwp only and for both propagation directions, westward (a) and eastward (b)
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across regional distances (100–500 km) in northern

winter is thus lower than a factor of 10, when not

specifically focusing on either of the shadow zones.

However, note that some differences still remain

between the summer (southern) hemisphere (gain

being within 5–15 dB) and the winter (northern)

hemisphere (gain being within 2–10 dB) for west-

ward propagation.

Finally, gains and losses attributable to GW share

a similar range of values as demonstrated by Fig. 13

(1 Hz) and Fig. 14 (0.1 Hz). This appears not to be

true for cases where GW impacts are the largest and

for instance in the southern hemisphere for westward

propagation (Fig. 13a and b). Computed gains due to

GW are larger than losses by a few dB (eastward

propagation, Fig. 13c and d) to 10–15 dB (westward

propagation, Fig. 13a and b). Figure 12 (left), which

focuses on the westward propagation at a southern

hemispheric station (IS08), clearly shows how the

maximum gain and loss differ within 100–250 km

from the source. Figure 9e also shows the larger

positive amplitudes of DTL compared to the negative

amplitudes of DTL. The gain increase at the surface

is not at the expense of a loss increase in other areas

at the surface. In the cases where GW impacts are the

largest, GW will allow to significantly trap additional

energy, which otherwise escapes into upper layers

(when excluding GW). This especially applies to

westward propagation during the austral summer,

when Cratio * 1, suggesting that GW are strength-

ening almost established guides.

5. Discussion

5.1. Role of the State of the Geometric Guide

in the GW Impact

We demonstrate different impacts of GW on TL

between the southern and northern hemisphere during

Figure 15
Latitudinal distribution (across IMS stations) of the Cratio value (see text for details) for both westward propagation (green leftward triangle)

and eastward propagation (grey rightward triangle), for ICON-nwp (left) and ICON-sap (right), during the DYAMOND northern winter

period. Shaded areas indicate one standard deviation from the Cratio value plotted with the markers (see text for the derivation of that standard

deviation)
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northern winter, as well as distinct trends in that

impact across latitudes. We focus on the strength of

the westward and eastward stratospheric waveguides,

respectively. This approach points at a dependency of

the GW impact on the state of that large-scale

(geometric) waveguide.

Figure 15 shows the state of the infrasound

geometric guide via the coefficient Cratio (defined in

Sect. 3.2), for both westward and eastward propaga-

tions, for ICON-nwp (Fig. 15, left) and ICON-sap

(Fig. 15, right) configurations. The plotted Cratio is

derived as follows. First, the maximum value within

the altitude range 30–45 km is found for each time

step and for each azimuth. Second, that maximum

value is time-averaged for each azimuth and standard

deviation is also retained. Finally, the maximum of

these time-averaged maxima is picked in the azimuth

range 45–135� (for eastward propagation) and

225–315� (for westward propagation), respectively.

The corresponding standard deviation is also retained

and the ± one standard deviation from the mean is

also plotted in Fig. 15. Note that the average

latitudinal distribution of Cratio is almost unchanged

whether profiles including or excluding stratospheric

GW are used. This means that the general effect of

GW is not the proper creation of new geometric

waveguides (as illustrated in Fig. 8), rather the

formation of atmospheric features increasing the

amount of reflected acoustic energy and/or strength-

ening almost established guides (as in Figs. 7 and 9).

As expected, both ICON configurations simulate

an eastward guide dominant in the winter (northern)

hemisphere and a westward guide dominant in the

summer (southern) hemisphere, owing to the usual

stratospheric jets orientation during northern winter.

Both model configurations simulate equivalent

waveguides in the southern hemisphere until the

northern mid-latitudes (* 45�N) where they start

differing. ICON-nwp’s westward and eastward

guides are closer in strength than ICON-sap’s. For

the latter, eastward propagation is clearly favored at

the expense of westward propagation at northern mid

to polar latitudes (Fig. 15, right).

Figure 6 demonstrated the overall increased GW

activity (amplitude) as latitude increased, except from

a transient decrease in the northern equatorial and

tropical regions. This decrease can be explained by

the GW activity being largest in the southern tropical

and equatorial regions due to the southward position

of the intertropical convergence zone where (deep)

convection gives rise to GW activity in the strato-

sphere (e.g. Alexander et al., 2000).

To explain, however, the largest GW-related gains

derived for transmission losses at high to tropical

southern latitudes in the westward direction (Fig. 13a

and b), one needs to consider the average state of the

geometric guide in that direction. The latter has

values of Cratio * 1 (Fig. 15), which means that the

guiding is not well established. This allows GW to

play a greater role in favoring reflections of addi-

tional acoustic energy towards the surface. Despite of

having relatively higher energy in the northern

hemisphere compared to mid- to high southern

latitudes, GW will have on average more impact on

transmission loss in the southern hemisphere for the

westward propagation, for which Cratio * 1.

For eastward propagation Cratio displays clearly

unfavorable values to guiding (with a minimum value

of 0.85 reached around 23� S, Fig. 15), hence the

much more negligible gains in amplitude allowed by

GW for this propagation direction (Fig. 16). The

increased Cratio for eastward guiding in the northern

hemisphere with values approaching one (25–50� N)

and exceeding one (50–80� N) explains the larger

impact of GW on transmission losses in the northern

hemisphere compared to the southern hemisphere.

However, the gains in amplitude remain lower than

for the southern hemisphere and the westward

direction, by 10 dB or more.

5.2. Mapping the Gravity Wave Impact at IMS

Infrasound Stations

Overall, our analysis leads to similar conclusions

with respect to GW impact on surface transmission

losses across the IMS, whether performed with
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Figure 16
Mapping across IMS stations of key variables derived for northern winter 2020 and discussed in the study using ICON-nwp outputs,

(a,b) Cratio, (c) Ep and (d,e) the gain DTL[ 0 converted into signal amplification (see text for details) (focusing on the maximum average in

the 100–250 km range, near to the first stratospheric return, in the shadow zone) for westward propagation (d) and eastward propagation (e),

respectively
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ICON-nwp or ICON-sap configurations. Figure 16

maps several variables addressed in this study for

ICON-nwp. ICON-sap shows similar trends and

relative distributions of the various variables (see

Fig. 23 in the Appendix), albeit with slightly larger

signal amplification with respect to GW impact as

already demonstrated in Fig. 13).

The effective celerity ratio (Cratio) is shown in

Fig. 16a and b for opposite propagation directions

respectively, the GW potential energy (Ep) in

Fig. 16c and the derived impact of GW on TL for

opposite directions in Fig. 16d and e, respectively. A

striking feature remains that the highest derived

impact of GW on amplitude is in the high and mid

southern latitudes, i.e. not where GW amplitude is the

largest but rather where GW activity combines with

an average stratospheric jet not clearly set in a given

direction (Cratio * 1).

In Fig. 16d and e, we converted the average

transmission loss difference DTL into an equivalent

amplification of the signal amplitude (i.e. focusing on

cases where DTL[ 0) using Eqs. (2) and (3). Note

that the arithmetic average of DTL corresponds to a

geometric average of the pressure signal amplitude

ratios. In virtue of the arithmetic mean-geometric

mean inequality, the average amplification factor

plotted in Fig. 16d and e is actually a lower limit of

the actual (arithmetic) average amplification factor.

Yet, it provides a valuable order of magnitude to

present the results in a more intuitive fashion. The

GW impact on infrasound propagation at regional

scales will vary from one station to another remind-

ing the necessity to account for GW effects in a

realistic manner, where both the state of the waveg-

uide and the actual GW activity are represented. An

amplification of 5 to 15 in signal amplitude in the

shadow zone is demonstrated across the southern

hemisphere for the westward propagation while this

factor lies around 2–4 in the northern hemisphere.

This amplification is much smaller for eastward

propagation disregarding the considered hemisphere

with values generally below two (Fig. 16e).

It is noteworthy that a similar contrasting impact

is not observed when comparing northward (315�-
45�) and southward (135�–225�) propagation direc-

tions (see Appendix, Fig. 24). An amplification factor

of less than 5 is observed for any of both directions

with no specific pattern. This fact is consistent with

Cratio maps not displaying any specific pattern

globally. The eastward or westward jets are not

zonally symmetric, mainly due to the existing

planetary scale (Rossby) waves which cause succes-

sive accelerations and decelerations of these currents,

leading to their meanders, especially in the northern

hemisphere due to strong orography contrasts. This

explains the alternating northward and southward

guiding present in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 24a

and b).

5.3. Limitations and Prospects for Progress

The main limitation of the investigation is, first,

the consideration of a model top at 45 km height,

meaning the stratosphere is not entirely covered.

However restraining to explicitly resolved GW

allows us to include the effect of lateral propagation

which is usually missed in most models relying on

GW parameterizations (Plougonven et al., 2020),

while it appears as an important source of GW at any

place on the globe (Stephan et al., 2019a, 2019b;

Eichinger et al. 2023).

Second, the vertical resolution used in the simu-

lation experiments leads to the consideration of GW

with a vertical wavelength of 3 km or more. Infra-

sound waves of interest to the IMS (0.02–4 Hz) have

wavelengths between * 100 m and * 20 km so

that a part of the relevant GW spectrum that can

interact with the acoustic waves and that could

contribute in further ensonifying the shadow zones, is

missed. However, these missed wavelengths belong

to the saturated part of the GW spectrum and their

amplitude would be much lower than the wavelengths

of the resolved part because of the marked decrease

of energy as function of increasing wavenumber (see

Fig. 5 and, in the Appendix, Figs. 19 and 20). As a
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consequence, their impact on the average gains

derived in the shadow zones would probably be

smaller than that of the resolved GW. This remains to

be investigated. Finally, a major difficulty would be

to account for both GW and turbulence at the same

time when addressing the impact of small-scale

perturbations (see e.g. Vorobeva et al., 2023).

Third, range-independent simulations across

500 km are performed. As addressed in Sect. 3.2,

GW may have all kinds of horizontal wavelengths,

however short horizontal wavelength are more easily

reflected so that GW with horizontal wavelength

greater than 10 km are usually considered important

for middle atmospheric dynamics (Fritts & Alexan-

der, 2003). This partly justifies a range-independent

approximation to work out GW impact at regional

scales (a few hundreds of km) using atmospheric

specification (hence GW activity) above the station.

Keeping all these limitations in mind, we nonetheless

demonstrate a method describing the contrasting

impact of GW on attenuation or amplification of

infrasound signals through the IMS in the winter (20

Jan–1 Mar 2020). Updating such an approach within

a model covering the whole middle atmosphere with

GW explicitly resolved in the vertical and in the

horizontal would complement this first investigation

that provides a general view of how small-scale

perturbations matter for IMS monitoring activities

globally.

Finally, reproducing such work for other seasons,

in summer and during the equinoxes, would comple-

ment the picture given by Fig. 16d and e. During the

equinoxes, the zonal stratospheric waveguides in both

hemispheres are not firmly set in any given direction

(Cratio takes values above or below 1.0) so that the

average signal amplification due to GW could

potentially be significant in both hemispheres at the

same time (as opposed to the picture given by

Fig. 16d). However, it would depend on the global

distribution of GW activity as well.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we use state-of-the-art simulations

of the ICON model within the DYAMOND project to

investigate the impact of stratospheric GW on the

infrasound propagation across the IMS during

northern winter. The period covered by the DYA-

MOND winter experiment is 20 Jan to 1 Mar

2020.We focus on surface infrasound transmission

losses at regional scales (\ 500 km) at each infra-

sound station. This attempt is the first of its kind to

bring some global view of the expected impact of

GW on signals detected by the infrasound component

of the IMS, and to document the factors driving that

impact.

We perform propagation simulations using

atmospheric specifications including and excluding

the GW contribution in the stratosphere, respectively.

The simulated GW, which are extracted from the

background field, are backed up by high-resolution

atmospheric measurements at a lidar site, and by

coarser global observations obtained from satellite

products.

We derive the GW impact on surface transmission

loss, considering the main eastward and westward

propagation directions. We demonstrate that the lar-

gest impact does not necessarily occur at places

where GW activity is the largest, but rather where the

large-scale geometric waveguide is not well estab-

lished. For the considered period, this mainly occurs

for the westward southern stratospheric jet, which is

weaker than the eastward one in the northern hemi-

sphere during (northern) winter.

We demonstrate the contrasting impact of GW

across the IMS network. The greatest impact of GW

on transmission loss occurs in the southern hemi-

sphere from polar to tropical latitudes for westward

(225–315�) propagation. There, GW amplify signals

by at least 5 to 15 in the shadow zone, on average,

against a factor of 2–5 in the northern hemisphere for

the same propagation direction. Eastward propaga-

tion is much less affected by GW given the large-

scale guide, which is clearly unfavorable (southern

hemisphere) or clearly favorable (northern hemi-

sphere) during northern winter. Signal amplification

in the eastward shadow zone is less than 4 and gen-

erally less than 2. These amplification factors

represent the maxima obtained in the first shadow

zone, but similar conclusions would apply by con-

sidering the shadow zone near the second

stratospheric return.
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It is important to note that GW will affect the

whole transmission loss regionally, by potentially

amplifying signals within hundreds of kilometers

around the source, by a factor of less than 10 on

average. The contrasting qualitative impact of GW on

transmission loss, when comparing hemispheres or

directions of propagation, still holds when consider-

ing the average regional impact (across 100–500 km

from the station) rather than the impact in the shadow

zones. GW impact is clearly dominating at higher

frequencies (1 Hz) while lower frequencies (0.1 Hz)

are far less affected (at most 5 dB in the shadow

zone, i.e. a factor of less than 2).

Understanding the impact of GW across the IMS

is important for detection capability considerations

and event analysis, and this work is a first step in that

direction. Operational atmospheric models are usu-

ally not capable of simulating explicitly realistic

amplitudes of GW. They rely on GW parameteriza-

tions to compensate for their horizontal resolution

(* 10 km). The sponge layers implemented are also

a drawback for realistic amplitudes to be simulated in

the stratosphere, as they usually start as low as

25–30 km (e.g. the IFS model, the operational ICON

model). Improving and extending a similar work to

atmospheric simulations with improved vertical res-

olution, higher model top and sponge layer, and

across other seasons, as well as including horizontal

variations, will allow broadening the conclusions

drawn here and include GW from the upper strato-

sphere to the MLT. State-of-the-art three-dimensional

atmospheric models extending to the upper atmo-

sphere, like the upper-atmosphere version of the

ICON model, UA-ICON (Borchert et al., 2019), are

an interesting route to follow. On the one hand, this

model can run at a very high resolution (* 1 km),

thus allowing in principle to ignore GW parameteri-

zation, although GW wave effect may not even

converge at 1 km (Polichtchouk et al., 2023). On the

other hand, UA-ICON also benefits from recent

development of gravity wave parameterization

accounting for non-dissipative interactions between

the mean field and the GW field (Bölöni et al., 2021;

Kim et al., 2021). The latter are not accounted for by

usual GW parameterizations, as the ones imple-

mented in meteorological operational models.
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Appendix

See Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24.

Figure 17
Single vertical profiles from the lidar (solid black line) and the simulations (ICON-nwp with blue dashed line and ICON-sap with yellow

dotted-dashed line) used to compute the average profiles shown in Fig. 4a and b
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Figure 18
Same as Fig. 17 but for the perturbation profiles. Their absolute value is averaged to obtain the profiles shown in Fig. 4c and d

Figure 19
Vertical power spectrum density (PSDs) of temperature as a function of m/2p, where m is the vertical wavenumber. The PSD is computed as the median

of the PSDs of each temperature profiles on the days of lidar observations at OHP, using the one-hour average (18:00–19:00 UTC) lidar profile, and

considering the 18:00 UTC output for both ICON simulations. The shaded area corresponds to the range between the 10th and the 90th percentiles. The

brown solid line indicates the m-3 slope generally expected for vertical spectra in the saturated partof the GW spectrum. The verticaldashed line points at

the lower wavelength that can be investigated within the simulated profiles, i.e. 3 km
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Figure 20
Vertical power spectrum density (PSDs) as a function of m/2p, where m is the vertical wavenumber, for T (a,d), U (b,e) and V (c,f), for

ICON-nwp (blue) and ICON-sap (yellow), at IS37 in Norway (a–c) and IS27 in Antarctica (d–f). PSDs are computed across the whole

simulation period and not only at lidar observation times as in Fig. 5. Dotted lines show the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively, and the

brown solid line depicts the m-3 slope
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Figure 21
Average value of DTL as a function of distance to the station for each IMS station (sorted by decreasing latitude from the top left corner to the

bottom right corner), for westward propagation (225�–315�), obtained with ICON-nwp. Positive values of DTL (corresponding to gain or,

equivalently, signal amplification) are plotted in orange, and negative values of DTL (corresponding to loss, or signal attenuation) are plotted

in blue. The maximum average value within the range 100–250 km from the station is marked with a black filled triangle in the shadow zone,

and its value is denoted for each station in the top left corner of each subplot
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Figure 22
As for Fig. 21 but for the eastward (45�–135�) propagation
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Figure 23
As Fig. 16 but for ICON-sap configuration
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Figure 24
As Fig. 16 but for northward (315�–45�) and southward (135�–225�) propagation, using ICON-nwp outputs
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